
FUNCTIONS/
PARTS
2-seat section
3-seat section
Chaise longue section
Corner section
Armrest
Legs

BUYING GUIDE

NORSBORG
Seating series

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Read more in the guarantee 
brochure.

Relaxing sofa for the whole family
NORSBORG sofa is the perfect family sofa. It’s both comfortable and 
practical and comes in many different shapes, styles and sizes. The 
soft, cosy comfort invites everyone to relax and the slightly higher 
armrests make it extra tempting to curl up in the corner. Plus, the 
cover is hardwearing and easy to remove and wash. You can be sure 
that your family loves this sofa. 

Choose your favourite sofa
Big or small. Colourful or neutral. NORSBORG sofa comes in many 
shapes, styles and sizes – so you can always choose the sofa that suits 
you and your family best. The covers are hardwearing, removable and 
machine-washable. The legs are made of solid wood and extra high 
so that you can easily vacuum under the sofa. And on the side of the 
armrests there are practical storage pockets for remote controls and 
other small things you want close at hand.



COMBINATIONS
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Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue   with birch legs 691.248.28

with grey legs 891.248.32
EDUM light blue with birch legs 991.248.36 

with grey legs 191.248.40

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 391.248.44
with grey legs 291.248.49

FINNSTA red with birch legs 291.248.54
with grey legs 191.248.59

FINNSTA white with birch legs 191.248.64
with grey legs 091.248.69

Extra cover

091.032.49
391.032.57
691.032.65
591.032.75
491.032.85

891.253.94

with grey legs 991.253.98

EDUM light blue with birch legs 991.254.02
with grey legs 091.254.06

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 291.254.10
with grey legs 191.254.15

FINNSTA red with birch legs 191.254.20
with grey legs 091.254.25

FINNSTA white with birch legs 091.254.30
with grey legs 991.254.35

Extra cover

691.176.58
991.176.66
391.176.74
991.176.85

891.176.95

891.249.07

with grey legs 091.249.11

EDUM light blue with birch legs 191.249.15
with grey legs 391.249.19

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 591.249.23
with grey legs 491.249.28

FINNSTA red with birch legs 491.249.33
with grey legs 391.249.38

FINNSTA white with birch legs 391.249.43
with grey legs 291.249.48

Extra cover

691.035.43
991.035.51
291.035.59
191.035.69

091.035.79

NORSBORG 2-seat sofa.  
Total size: W153×D88×H85 cm.  
No. of packages for this combination: 5

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

NORSBORG 3-seat sofa.  
Total size: W213×D88×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 5

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue         with birch legs

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue            with birch legs

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

NORSBORG Chaise longue.  
Total size: W110xD157×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 6
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COMBINATIONS

191.254.44

with grey legs 291.254.48

EDUM light blue with birch legs 491.254.52
with grey legs 591.254.56

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 791.254.60
with grey legs 691.254.65

FINNSTA red with birch legs 691.254.70
with grey legs 591.254.75

FINNSTA white with birch legs 591.254.80
with grey legs 491.254.85 

Extra cover

491.194.32

591.194.36
791.194.40
691.194.45

691.194.50

091.250.10

with grey legs 291.250.14

EDUM light blue with birch legs 391.250.18
with grey legs 591.250.22

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 691.250.31
with grey legs 691.250.26

FINNSTA red with birch legs 591.250.36
with grey legs 591.250.41

FINNSTA white with birch legs 491.250.46
with grey legs 491.250.51

Extra cover

891.056.78

191.056.86
491.056.99
291.057.04

191.057.14

791.249.60

with grey legs 991.249.64

EDUM light blue with birch legs 091.249.68
with grey legs 291.249.72

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 391.249.76

with grey legs 391.249.81

FINNSTA red with birch legs 291.249.86
with grey legs 291.249.91

FINNSTA white with birch legs 191.249.96
with grey legs 991.250.01

Extra cover

891.036.03

191.036.11
291.036.20
191.036.30

091.036.40

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue           with birch legs

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue           with birch legs

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue           with birch legs

NORSBORG 2-seat sofa with chaise longue.
Total size: W231×D88/157×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 8

NORSBORG 2 chaise longues.
Total size: W188×D157×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 8

NORSBORG 2-seat sofa with 2 chaise longues.
Total size: W309×D88/157×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 11
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891.251.10

with grey legs 091.251.14

EDUM light blue with birch legs 191.251.18

with grey legs 391.251.22

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 491.251.26
with grey legs 491.251.31

FINNSTA red with birch legs 391.251.36
with grey legs 391.251.41

FINNSTA white with birch legs 291.251.46
with grey legs 291.251.51

Extra cover

391.108.80

691.108.88
991.108.96
691.109.06

391.109.17

391.251.84

with grey legs 491.251.88

EDUM light blue with birch legs 691.251.92
with grey legs 791.251.96

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 791.252.00
with grey legs 691.252.05

FINNSTA red with birch legs 691.252.10
with grey legs 591.252.15

FINNSTA white with birch legs 591.252.20
with grey legs 491.252.25

Extra cover

391.111.82

491.111.86
691.111.90
591.111.95

391.112.00

591.250.60

with grey legs 791.250.64

EDUM light blue with birch legs 891.250.68
with grey legs 091.250.72

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 191.250.81
with grey legs 191.250.76

FINNSTA red with birch legs 091.250.86
with grey legs 091.250.91

FINNSTA white with birch legs 991.250.96
with grey legs 791.251.01

Extra cover

291.108.66

591.108.22
791.108.35
791.108.40

491.108.51

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue            with birch legs

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue            with birch legs

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue            with birch legs

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

NORSBORG 3-seat sofa with two chaise longues. 
Total size: W369×D88/157×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 11

NORSBORG Corner sofa 2+2.
Total size: W225×D225/88×85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 11

NORSBORG Corner sofa 2+3/3+2.
Total size: W285×D225/88×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 11
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091.252.89

with grey legs 291.252.93

EDUM light blue with birch legs 391.252.97
with grey legs 391.253.01

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 491.253.05
with grey legs 491.253.10

FINNSTA red with birch legs 391.253.15
with grey legs 391.253.20

FINNSTA white with birch legs 291.253.25
with grey legs 291.253.30

Extra cover

891.112.45

091.112.49
291.112.53
191.112.58

191.112.63

391.253.44

with grey legs 491.253.48

EDUM light blue with birch legs 691.253.52
with grey legs 791.253.56

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 991.253.60
with grey legs 891.253.65

FINNSTA red with birch legs 891.253.70
with grey legs 791.253.75

FINNSTA white with birch legs 791.253.80
with grey legs 691.253.85

Extra cover

091.114.09

091.114.14
391.114.22
191.114.23

091.114.28

191.252.36

with grey legs 391.252.40

EDUM light blue with birch legs 591.252.44
with grey legs 691.252.48

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 891.252.52
with grey legs 791.252.57

FINNSTA red with birch legs 791.252.62
with grey legs 691.252.67

FINNSTA white with birch legs 691.252.72
with grey legs 591.252.77

Extra cover

691.112.27

891.112.31
991.112.35
991.112.40

191.112.20

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue            with birch legs

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue            with birch legs

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

EDUM dark blue
EDUM light blue

FINNSTA dark grey
FINNSTA red
FINNSTA white

Combination incl cover and legs: 
EDUM dark blue           with birch legs

Corner sofa 2+2 with chaise longue. 
Total size: W225/303×D157 (chaise longue)×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 14

NORSBORG 8-seat sofa, U-shaped.
Total size: W297×D88/225×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 17

NORSBORG 9-seat sofa, U-shaped
Total size: W357×D225/88×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 17
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GOOD TO KNOW

1

2

3

4

5

4. Reversible back cushions are filled with polyester fibres. 
They provide soft support and two times hardwearing.

5. Always end your NORSBORG combination with an arm-
rest. 

1. You can store remote controls and other smaller items in
the practical pockets on the side of the armrests.

2. Seat cuhsions with high resilience foam that is soft,
comfortable and durable. The filling quickly regain its shape
when you stand up.

3. If you choose a combination with a corner section, note
that there are 4 legs in the package and that you only use 3
of them, so there will be one extra leg left.



ALL PARTS

Cover for 2-seat section. 

EDUM dark blue 003.040.73
EDUM light blue 803.040.74
FINNSTA dark grey 203.040.72
FINNSTA red 003.040.68
FINNSTA white 503.040.75

Cover for 3-seat section. 

EDUM dark blue 103.040.96
EDUM light blue 003.040.92
FINNSTA dark grey 103.041.00
FINNSTA red 403.040.90
FINNSTA white 303.041.04

Cover for corner section. 

EDUM dark blue 503.041.36
EDUM light blue 603.041.31
FINNSTA dark grey 703.041.21
FINNSTA red 003.041.29
FINNSTA white 803.041.25

Cover for chaise lounge section. 

EDUM dark blue 703.042.15
EDUM light blue 603.042.11
FINNSTA dark grey 703.042.01
FINNSTA red 003.042.09
FINNSTA white 803.042.05

Cover for armrest.

EDUM dark blue 103.041.95
EDUM light blue 203.041.90
FINNSTA dark grey 503.041.79
FINNSTA red 603.041.88
FINNSTA white 503.041.84

NORSBORG 2-seat section. 121×88×52 cm. 

803.193.15

NORSBORG 3-seat section. 181×88×52 cm.

003.193.00

NORSBORG corner section.  88×88×52 cm. 

303.193.08

NORSBORG chaise longue section. 
80×157×52 cm. 203.193.04

NORSBORG armrest, 2-p. 16×88×52 cm. 

803.037.53

Legs. Height 18 cm. 

Birch 203.037.51

Legs. Height 18 cm. 
Grey 503.037.40
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Washing instructions
Light fastness
(0-6)

FINNSTA: Heavy cotton- and polyester mix with a nice texture. Yarndyed with a slight two-tone effect. Machine washable at 40°C. 25.000 5

EDUM : Fabric made of a polyester- and cotton mix. The woven textile creates a finely striped effect. Machine washable at 40°C. 20.000 5

Supply problems may arise due to limited stocks. IKEA reserves the right to revise the price. IKEA shall not be held liable whatsoever for print errors that are not 
within its control on the buying guide. IKEA reserves the right to correct such errors. IKEA shall not be held liable for any damage or losses arising from incorrect 
assembly. 
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GOOD TO KNOW

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and arm-
chairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s abil-
ity to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it 
against another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric 
that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that 
must withstand everyday life at home – and if it can take 
more than 30,000 cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All 
fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which is why we also check 
that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durabil-
ity of our fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. 
Durability also depends on materials, construction and 
manner of use. Heavy, tightly woven fabrics with a flat sur-
face are most resistant to abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture 
of natural and synthetic fibres can withstand abrasion bet-
ter than fabrics with only natural fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics 
are more durable than fabrics with printed patterns. And a 
dirty cover wears out faster than a clean one. The fabric is 
also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

Resistance 
to abrasion 
(cycles)

Visit www.IKEA.com.tr for current prices. 




